
Orthopaedic surgeons should review the orthopaedic

literature in order to keep pace with the latest

insights and practices. A good understanding of basic

statistical principles is of crucial importance to the

ability to read articles critically, to interpret results

and to arrive at correct conclusions. This paper

explains some of the key concepts in statistics, includ-

ing hypothesis testing, Type I and Type II errors, test-

ing of normality, sample size and p values.
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INTRODUCTION

in recent years, the use of statistical analysis in

orthopaedic papers has increased exponentially.

Unfortunately, it is often difficult for clinicians to

interpret the methods and the rationale behind vari-

ous statistical tests. One question that many clini-

cians have undoubtedly asked themselves is

whether statistics can be of any use to them. they

should consider the following. to establish the dif-

ference between two treatment methods, the ideal

strategy would be to compare the results of all

patients ever treated by either technique. this is

obviously impossible, for practical reasons, and this

is why statistical analysis is imperative.

Statistics enable researchers to draw conclusions

from data obtained from a sample of patients and to

generalise these results to the entire population. it is

nonetheless important to realise that a sample is not

a complete measurement. this implies that certain

rules must be followed, both when planning and

conducting research projects and when interpreting

results. if performed properly, statistical analysis

helps us to determine how certain we can be that the

data obtained from the sample actually represent

the true values we would have obtained if we had

studied the entire population.

Estimates and Variability

Suppose an orthopaedic surgeon wishes to assess

the patient outcome of a new type of elbow prosthe-

sis (tEA) using the Mayo Elbow Performance

Score (MEPS). When the MEPS is measured in a

sampled group of patients and the mean score is

reported, we all assume that this sample mean
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reflects the mean score of all possible patients with

the new prosthesis. in other words, the sample

mean is used as an estimate of the population mean.

if other patients had been included in this study by

chance, however, the sample mean would almost

certainly not have been the same. How confident

can we be, then, that the results of this sample can

be generalised to all patients who have ever

received or will receive this new type of tEA?

the first condition is that the sample was ran-

domly selected from the population of patients with

the new type of tEA and that no selection bias

occurred. Even if the sampling is performed cor-

rectly, however, statistical analysis is necessary, due

to the natural variance inherent in the population.

Because different patients will naturally have dif-

ferent elbow scores, results obtained from different

samples will differ as well. the variability in the

population can be measured by the standard devia-

tion, which provides the average distance of any

value from the central value.

As mentioned before, different samples result in

different sample means, indicating the existence of

variability within the sample means as well. the

distance over which these sample means are distrib-

uted depends upon both the sample size and the

population variance. the larger the samples and the

smaller the population variance, the closer the sam-

ple means will be. in the same way that the variance

of the population can be estimated by the standard

deviation of the sample, the variance of the sample

means is estimated by the standard error.

Both standard deviation and standard error are

related and represent an average distance to the cen-

tre, but their interpretation is very different. the

standard deviation reflects the natural spread of the

data within the population, while the standard error

provides a margin of error for the sample mean.

the standard error can also be used to calculate a

95% confidence interval on the sample mean,

which is interpreted to mean that there is a 95%

chance that the population mean lies within this

interval. in other words, the confidence intervals of

95 out of 100 different samples would contain the

population mean. it is important to note, however,

that confidence intervals are valid only when the

variable studied from the sample has a bell-shaped

distribution or when the sample is large enough

(consisting of at least 30 patients). the relationship

between population mean, sample mean, standard

deviation and standard error is depicted in Figure 1.

Hypothesis Testing, Type I and Type II Error

Suppose the surgeon now wishes to compare the

patient outcomes of two types of elbow prostheses.

the research question could be formulated as fol-

lows: ‘is the mean MEPS better in patients who

have received the new prosthesis?’ the null hypoth-

esis, which translates the research question into sta-

tistical terms, states the opposite: ‘there is no differ-

ence in mean MEPS between the two groups’. the

question is restated in this way because it is easier

to reject a hypothesis than it is to prove it to be true.

given that the decision to accept or reject the null

hypothesis is based on a sample and not on the

entire population, the researcher must take some

level of risk. the difference in sample means could

be statistically significant, even if there is actually

no actual difference between the two prostheses.

the null hypothesis would be rejected in error, and

the results of the new type of prosthesis would be

reported as better, while they actually are not. this

type of error is known as a type i error. the chance

of making this type of error is represented by alpha.

Conversely, the difference between the sample

means could be found not to be statistically signifi-

cant, even if there actually is a difference between

the two types of prostheses. in this case, the

researcher would falsely accept the null hypothesis.

in other words, the surgeon would decide that the

two prostheses are comparable, while they actually

are not. this is defined as a type ii error, and the

probability of making this type of mistake is repre-

sented by beta. Unfortunately, a type ii error quite

often occurs in orthopaedic studies, either because

the numbers of patients were too small, or the stan-

dard deviations of the results were too high, or both.

it is important to acknowledge the possibility of

these two types of errors and that they can cause us

to arrive at flawed conclusions concerning the null

hypothesis. to decrease the chance of making either

a type i or a type ii error, the sample must be of

sufficient size.
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Sample Size

the more precise the sample estimates are (i.e.

the narrower their confidence intervals are), the

smaller the alpha and beta values will be. this

means less variability and greater sample size

increase our confidence when drawing conclusions

from what we observe in the sample.

given that sample size is usually the only param-

eter that we can modify, it is important to know how

many patients are needed in the sample in order for

us to answer a research question with confidence. if

too few patients are included, it will be more diffi-

cult to reject the null hypothesis. this would result

in a waste of time and resources, and patients may

have been put at risk for no benefit. the same

applies when including too many patients, although

this also has another consequence, which is less

obvious. if too many patients are included, it is eas-

ier to obtain a statistically significant result, but the

possibility exists that the measured effect is so

small that it has no clinical relevance.

Calculating the appropriate sample size when

designing a study requires several decisions. First,

when comparing two groups, we must consider

how large the difference between the two groups

should be in order to justify finding it. in statistical

terms, we must determine the effect size we would

like to detect. Second, we must decide which alpha

and beta levels we are willing to accept. Detecting
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Fig. 1. — From the population distribution with mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ), as represented on the left side, we can draw sam-
ples. in the middle, four samples are shown, each with a specific mean (m) and standard deviation (sd) that can be used to estimate µ
and σ. if we were to plot the sample means of all possible samples, we would obtain the sample mean distribution, which can be seen
on the right. the mean of the sample mean distribution is equal to the mean of the study population µ, but its variability is given by
the standard error (se), and it depends upon both the population standard deviation and the sample size (n).



smaller effect sizes and obtaining smaller alpha and

beta values requires including more patients in the

sample.

the calculation of effect sizes depends upon the

type of data. in our example, the investigator wishes

to demonstrate a difference in mean scores between

two groups. in this case, the effect size is computed

as the difference between the two mean scores,

divided by the pooled standard deviation. the effect

size is calculated when planning the study; it is thus

determined before the results are available. it is the

investigator who decides how much difference in

mean scores should be detected, based on previous

clinical expertise. the standard deviation is a fixed

quantity, which can be derived from either a pilot

study or from the available literature.

Alpha and beta are the other parameters influenc-

ing sample size. the alpha and beta levels are meas-

ures of how certain we can be that what we observe

in the sample is a representation of the entire popu-

lation. Reducing the risk of claiming there is an

effect when there is none (alpha) or of not detecting

an existing effect (beta) requires including more

patients in the sample. in order to calculate sample

size, we usually determine power (one minus beta),

rather than specifying beta. the power of a study

is the probability of correctly rejecting the null

hypothesis. Alpha and power are commonly fixed

at 0.05 and 0.80, respectively, although these values

are strictly arbitrary and can be adjusted if neces-

sary. note that, in most cases, some patients will be

lost to follow-up. it is therefore advisable to include

more patients than calculated in order to ensure

having enough patients who complete the study.

there should be no boundaries to perform a power

analysis as power analysis, computing power values

and sample sizes can easily be done using commer-

cially available software.

P values

Once the samples have been selected and the data

collected, the null hypothesis can be tested using

the appropriate statistical test. the choice of which

test to apply depends upon the nature of the data

(e.g. categorical vs. continuous, independent vs.

paired, number of groups). Using the correct test is

of crucial importance, as the results may not be

valid otherwise.

Before deciding which test to use, the investiga-

tor needs to assess normality of the collected data

or, in other words, needs to determine whether the

chosen samples are normally distributed. this is

usually done using the kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

this test compares the distribution of the collected

data with the expected gaussian distribution. if this

test does not show significance, the data are consid-

ered to be normally distributed and a parametric test

can be used. if the test result is significant, the data

were not sampled from a gaussian distribution and

a non-parametric statistical test needs to be applied

to test the hypothesis.

Each test has different properties, but all produce

a p value, which represents the probability of

obtaining a sample estimate more extreme than the

one observed when the null hypothesis is true. this

value thus reflects the probability of making a type

i error. As stated previously, a type i error means

that the null hypothesis was rejected in error. Alpha

(also known as the significance level) expresses the

level of risk we are willing to accept with regard to

making a type i error. the p value represents this

chance after the data have been collected. the

lower the p value, the more confident we can be in

correctly rejecting the null hypothesis. if the p value

is below the significance level, the null hypothesis

can be rejected.

in most cases, a significance level of 0.05 is

applied. Although such a cut-off is helpful, we must

acknowledge that p values of 0.051 or 0.049 are vir-

tually the same and should not lead to different

decisions. it is therefore advisable to report p values

greater than 0.001 as exact values, rather than as

< 0.05 or nS (not significant). Another important

characteristic of p values is that they are determined

by the magnitude of the effect (e.g. the difference

between two means) and by the precision of the

estimate (i.e. the standard error). the comparison of

p values for different scores or for different study

populations therefore makes no sense.

Each time we interpret a p value, we run a risk of

making a type i error. these risks accumulate,

meaning that we are likely to make one type i error

when interpreting 20 tests at a significance level of
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0.05. Multiple testing should therefore be avoided.

Alternatives to multiple testing include defining a

primary variable on which the conclusions of the

study will be based and adjusting the significance

level when interpreting multiple tests.

Finally, when considering a p value, it is also

important to consider the size of the effect, as there

may be an important difference between statistical

significance and clinical significance. As stated pre-

viously, if the sample is large enough, even very

small effects can be statistically significant,

although this does not mean these effects are clini-

cally relevant. For this reason, confidence intervals

should be used more frequently. Confidence inter-

vals are more informative than p values are, as they

indicate both the precision of the estimate and the

magnitude of the effect. Confidence intervals can

also be used in hypothesis testing. For example,

when comparing the mean scores of two groups, we

can determine whether the 95% confidence inter-

vals on the mean overlap. if they do not, the null

hypothesis can be rejected.

CONCLUSION

Scientific research is an integral part of

orthopaedic surgery, and the use of statistics in

orthopaedic research has increased exponentially.

the results of statistical analysis should nonetheless

be interpreted with caution.

We often use results from the literature (i.e. from

research performed by other surgeons) to guide our

own clinical practice. these results were obtained

from a specific sample of patients. As this sample is

an incomplete measurement, we need statistics in

order to assess whether the outcomes that the

researchers observed in their samples are valid for

the entire target population and, consequently, for

our own practice. this paper explains the basic

 statistical terminology and the main statistical

 principles needed to interpret the results of studies.
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